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REVITALIZATION:
C R IM E PR E V E N T IO N T HRO UG H
D E SIG N IN T E RV E N T IO N

FORWARD

Glenn NP Nowak
AIA (HD Studio Coordinator)
The image of a place is uniquely tied to its success as a tourist destination, and feelings of safety are
amongst the most indicative of whether people are willing to travel to a destination. Several decades
ago, when the Las Vegas Strip and surrounding casinos were perceived as a mob-run syndicate, it hindered growth and precluded the kind of investment that came in the 90’s and 2000’s. Jose Leon’s assessment of crime on the Strip over the last few years and several incidents in the wake of resorts reopening
during the pandemic has prompted this study that looks at ways design can help ensure that Las Vegas
upholds its reputation for offering good clean fun.

Jose Leon
PROF. GLENN NOWAK

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
College of Fine Arts
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
4505 S Maryland Parkway
Las Vegas, NV 89145

Crime prevention through environmental design (CPTED) were among the primary concepts driving
site interventions, but the added question of guest experience also tempered Jose’s studies to seek solutions that would not feel like their primary purpose was to keep everyone safe (how scary would that
be?!) but to keep everyone comfortable, entertained, and cognizant of their surroundings. What ensued
was an analysis of areas most affected by crime in the public areas of The Strip, the kinds of crimes that
were happening, and the elements of the environment that might have contributed to the events that unfolded. From each crime scene, site-specific strategies were developed and discussed with law enforcement officials and hospitality researchers among others to determine their potential in deterring crime
and increasing overall guest experience.
The work may be most important in its ability to provide a framework for conversation between private
developers, city planners, and first responders. Design professionals like Jose may initiate new layers
of infrastructure by envisioning solutions to problems and ensuring the solutions aesthetics don’t carry
unintended consequences.
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The modern cities of America have evolved continuously increasing technology,

have led me to shift focus from building safety to maintaining secure conditions throughout the
tourist corridor. Therefore, architectural principles to uphold the health, safety, and welfare of
the public are being brought to urban design studies to improve safety in our city streets.
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ABSTRACT
In a city populated by Luxurious Hotels, the street-scape is often neglected
discouraging extended interaction of the pedestrian in the area. As a result, the topic of

THESIS
RESEARCH QUESTIONS :
Can certain architectural characteristics generate the opportunity for crime to reoccur in the same areas of the city?

security in public spaces is being analyzed to bring to light the recent increase in violent
offenses. Establishing additional principles of safety to the standard best practice guidelines

How can public spaces evolve to become secured places for pedestrians and reduce criminal behavior?

will impact the image of our city promoting public safety. The issue arises as to the lack of urban
squares and architectural features that allow for recurring criminal behavior. An increase

What architectural features can be implemented in the city streets to deterrent crime?

in crime financially causes a loss in profit for the retail and hotels surrounding the area. To
continue, consumer behavior is affected by avoiding the spaces in those locations not only by

Why should cities be concerned with integrating safety features in the urban environment such as public squares?

tourists but also locals who are concerned about their safety. As Las Vegas places 33 percent

THESIS

higher in crime rates than the national average a study to find possible solutions is necessary.

To reduce criminal activity in the Las Vegas strip, architectural features that implement design

To demonstrate the importance of addressing this issue multiple data is gathered indicating

beyond the often-cited 1976 guidelines for defensible space and activate the urban setting

locations along the Las Vegas strip with the most crime reported and the similar qualities in

through more modern means must be integrated into dangerous areas of the city.

each that could be generating the opportunity for recurring assault. By treating the urban
massing as a constant and exploring multiple illumination strategies, building, and plant
materials as independent variables, the study hopes to determine the effects of the architectural
innovations with professional assessments stemming from the presentation of models and
renderings. In the book, street-scape design strategies will be presented as a solution to

“ Crime is a problem. Politicians campaign with slogans about

reduce the risk of becoming a crime statistic, impact consumer behavior, and revitalizing the

“Crime in the streets” and “law and order,” but one seldom reads of

urban setting while re-imagining the ground level interaction between pedestrian and casino.

any proposals of practical ways to reduce crime. ”
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ONE WEEK IN LAS VEGAS - OCTOBER 2020
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CRIME IN THE OASIS
Las Vegas Metro Police Dept.
Reported Crime 2018
,

,
,

,

Las Vegas attracts more
than 40 million visitors each year
a number that seems to increase
every year and similarly criminal
activity. Assault has become one
of the top crimes in the strip. Interesting mapping the locations of
the top ten casinos with the most
criminal activity gives us insight of
the urban and architectural features in each area.

,
,
,

FIG.3

Las Vegas Metro Police Dept.
Reported Crime 2019
,

,
,

,

Top Ten Casinos with most crimes
2018:
1. MGM Grand
2. Caesars Palace
3. Bellagio
4. The Cosmopolitan
5. Planet Hollywood
6. The Venetian
7. Aria Resort and Casino
8. Fashion Show mall
9. Mandalay Bay
10. Wynn Las Vegas

,
,

FIG.2
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FIG.4
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ISSUES

MGM GRAND

FIG.5

DOWNTOWN LAS VEGAS
SCORES
Walk Score
41

Transit Score
34

Bike Score
46

FOUNTAINS OF BELLAGIO
CAR DEPENDENT
CITY

NOT SUFFICIENT
TRANSIT

FIG.6

NOT ENOUGH BIKE
LANES

KEY : 80- 100 Best Scores
60-79 Average
40-59 Below Average

MANDALAY BAY
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FIG.7
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CRIME MAP FROM AUGUST 14 - SEPTEMBER 14, 2020
MGM GRAND HOTEL and CASINO

LOCATING CRIME

Assault Offenses in
the Immediate Area:

AERIAL VIEW

12

CAESARS PALACE

FIG.8

FIG.11

31

BELLAGIO HOTEL & Casino

FIG.9

FIG.12
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FIG.10
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FIG.13
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Assault Offenses in
the Immediate Area:
CRIME MAP FROM AUGUST 14 - SEPTEMBER 14, 2020
COSMOPOLITAN OF LAS VEGAS & PLANET HOLLYWOOD

AERIAL VIEW

LOCATING CRIME

23

THE VENETIAN RESORT HOTEL & CASINO

ARIA RESORT & CASINO

FIG.14

FIG.17

11

FIG.15

FIG.18

8

FIG.16
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FIG.19
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CRIME MAP FROM AUGUST 14 - SEPTEMBER 14, 2020
FASHION SHOW MALL

MANDALAY BAY

LOCATING CRIME

Assault Offenses in
the Immediate Area:

4

FIG.20

AERIAL VIEW

FIG.23

8

WYNN LAS VEGAS

FIG.21

FIG.24

2

FIG.22
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KEY COMPONENTS:
NATURAL SURVEILLANCE
Territoriality
IMAGE

SOCIAL COHESION
VISIBILITY

02

LANDSCAPE

CASE STUDIES :
DEFENSIBLE SPACE THEORY

CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL
DESIGN
THE PARK

KLYDE WARREN PARK
CIVIC SPACE PARK

PRAHRAN SQUARE

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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DEFENSIBLE SPACE THEORY (CPTED 1 ST GENERATION)
OSCAR NEWMAN
•

•

•

FIG.27

Oscar Newman’s Defensible
Space Theory was developed
in 1972 which evolved into
“Crime Prevention Through
Environmental Design”.
The emphasis of designing
spaces to reduce crime has
been a focal point since
1960.
Newman’s theory reinforces
the idea of architecture in
urban residential environments can be manipulated to
deflect criminal or unwanted
characteristics.

Defining the Components:

PRECEDENT STUDIES

Territoriality - According to Newman it can be described as the utilization of physical or symbolic barriers as systems of control to create a clear distinction between
Private,semi- private, and public spaces. For instance, to disrupt the movement
through a certain area of space a wall, gate, or locks are examples of this method.
In a symbolic aspect, signs and landscape to control the layout the space.
Natural Surveillance - The design layout to maximize the ability of residents or
General public to often observe open public areas. Clear sight of lines from surrounding streets and well illuminated spaces increasing the surveillance.
Image and Milieu- The image of place is affected by its surrounding context having
the ability to associate negative stigma to the area and the residents. The symbol that
represents the community of either being isolated,not maintained, and dilapidated
encourages offenders to view the place as vulnerable. The appearance is influences the
environment in this case both function simultaneously.

CPTED ILLUSTRATION
The theory can be broken down
into four main components:
1. Territoriality
2. Natural Surveillance
3. Image
4. Milieu

FIG.28

The principles can be applied to
Communities, buildings, projects, and urban housing. In the
same manner, the theory can be
incorporated into public spaces
to provide a safer environment
for the surrounding inhabitants.

Theory Criticism
The design guidelines proposed by Newman have been widely criticize of leaving a
great amount of interpretation to the architect. Further, social or psychological behavior has been overlooked since those factors cannot be manipulated. The consumption of substances such as alcohol that can alter the normal behavior of an individual
leading to crime is not acknowledged. Lastly, territoriality only focuses on the observation of protecting outsiders from offenders but fail to recognize that people that are
consider insiders familiar with the community can commit crime. The responsibility
of designers to acknowledge this criticism and the evolution of the theory to CPTED
will lead to innovative solutions.

Territoriality
UNLV
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Natural
Surveillance

Image

Milieu
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PRECEDENT STUDIES

CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH ENVIRONMENTAL
DESIGN ( 2ND GENERATION)
•

•
•
•
FIG.29

New modifications were
developed after the defensible space theory which
mostly focus on neighborhood renewal.
The shift focuses on physical
crime reduction strategies
that are more specific.
Environmental criminology
was included as part of the
CPTED.
The new components
include: Social Cohesion Threshold Capacity
Connectivity Community
Culture

Social Cohesion- The first component enhances the positive relations within the
community to solve the local issues of the residents. For instance, the neighborhood
can develop a watch group to reduce burglary or to solve issues in the group.
Community - proposing programs to gather the community and create a culture with a
purpose. The programs help reinforce the 1st generation strategies by
Creating community bond through art activities,festival, and neighborhood activities.
Connectivity - often neighborhoods exclude outsiders or other from programs failing
to generate a larger community. Linked walkaways that connect to other communities
can be an advantage to extend the community.

DESIGN STRATEGIES

FIG.30

Learning Outcomes :

Crime prevention through environmental design expands on Oscar Newman’s theory by examining social factors previously overlooked. The inclusion of guidelines
to increased community connectivity is an important element that designers should
analyze to facilitate neighborhood interaction. Also, the idea of threshold capacity that
mentions mixed-used lands spaces incorporated into the same site is another quality
that can be enhance by superior design strategies. Overall, I can implement architecture features that encourage connectivity between individuals through seating arrangements in public spaces and visibility of a space.

Threshold Capacity- The concept of having multi land use in the same are such as
parks,shops for groceries , and recreation facility. Also to limit the land uses from too
many alcohol serving establishments.

Social Cohesion
UNLV
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Community

Connectivity

Threshold Capacity
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THE PARK , Las Vegas NV

DESIGN OBSERVATIONS
The Park MGM
• Located directly north from
the hotel and Casino New
York New York.
• The overall size of the project is 20,400 square feet with
an estimated cost of $100
million.
• Regional context and concept attained LEED Silver
Core and Sell rating.
• The architecture firm !Melk
designed the park.
• Received the water Hero
Award by the Water
Conservation Coalition of
Southern Nevada Water
Authority.

FIG.31

PRECEDENT STUDIES

Sustainable
Illuminated Water
feature creates a
physical barrier
relating to
Territoriality
Clear open spaces to
facilitate mobility and
have a clear view of
overall space
Climate responsive
landscape also to organize spaces without
limiting views.

The private corporations along Las Vegas Boulevard invested in the outdoor public
park as they see the impact that contextual sustainable design has not only economically but in its surroundings. Climate appropriate landscape that are drought resistant
,shade structures, and water features are incorporated in the Mojave desert concept
to construct comfortable spaces in the Las Vegas heat. The organic steel shading
structures also serve to provide well illuminated spaces to simulate the desert bloom
with the dynamic change in the color of light. The park provides different entertainment and dining options to continually attract visitors having the potential to become
the, “most trafficked park in the world” according to the architecture firm.
CPTED & DEFENSIBLE SPACE STRATEGIES :

Light fixtures located
in seating areas to
maximize visibility at
night
Constant seating
areas to increase
natural surveillance
along multiple areas
of the park
Texture Floor for
territoriality

Community

UNLV
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Threshold Capacity

Territoriality

Image

FIG.32
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Crime Reported Las Vegas Blvd & Tropicana
( April- September 2020)

PRECEDENT STUDIES

New York New York & MGM
Crime

FIG.33

During the course of April through
September, assault was the most
predominant crime. In total the New
York New York had only 11 incidents
while the MGM had 48. The crimes
are mostly reported across New York
New York during Friday and Saturday
having the highest criminal activity.
The park did not appear to have any
incidents at the specific location only
near it leading to conclude that the
safe design practices of the design are
working to deflect the crime in the
area. The MGM as mentioned before
placed number one in criminal activity
according to a 2018 statistic while the
New York New York did not place in
the top ten crime list for casinos in the
strip.

FIG.35

FIG.34
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KLYDE WARREN PARK , Dallas TX

KLYDE WARREN PARK
Klyde Warren Park
• 5.2-acre urban deck park
constructed over a freeway
in Dallas.
• The park designers aimed to
connect the Dallas uptown,
Downtown, and Arts District.
• At the center of the park a
600 SF restaurants along
a 500 SF Cafe facility . A
30,000 SF event lawn was
created to hold different
events.
• The community was heavily involved in the design
resulting in a huge economic
impact befitting the area.
• Multiple Sustainable Strategies are implemented in the
construction of the park.
• An average of one million
people visit the park each
year.

FIG.36

FIG.37
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The Klyde Warren Park only had
six crimes reported within the
interior of the site. The rest of
the crimes are located 0.5 miles
from the park. Interestingly
robbery occurs during the outer
edges of the park where there
is less movement of the people
since most of the features are
located towards the center.

( January - September 2020)

PRECEDENT STUDIES
•
•

•

•

An average of one million
people visit the park each year.
In the current year there has
only been a total of 15 violent
crimes within the park or surrounding area.
Saturday seems to be the day
with the most criminal activity due to the high amount of
visitors.
Klyde Warren only had four
more incidents reported than
the New York New York, in Las
Vegas.

FIG.38

FIG.39
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DESIGN STRATEGIES
Regionally appropriate Plants.
The landscape does not reduce
visibility of the space.
Seating areas with shading
structures to extent the stay of
visitors. Natural surveillance
Pedestrian paving system gives it
a sense of community influencing the people to be respectful
towards the image of the park.

FIG.40

Amenity Features increases the
foot traffic of the place attracts
more people to visit the area and
be watchful of surroundings.

PRECEDENT STUDIES
The Land occupied is 200 foot
stretch of freeway.

The lighting fixtures are LEED and
geothermal energy for heating and
cooling is generated.
The Landscape is 52% native to the
North Texas Region.

The value of lease rates increased
from $19 per sq ft to $25. The
projected economic development is
expected to produce $312.7 million.
The water reservoir collects about
12,000 gallons of Grey water for the
use of irrigation systems.
The total project features 15 programmed spaces and over 300
chairs available.

FIG.41
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PRECEDENT STUDIES

CIVIC SPACE PARK, Phoenix AZ
CIVIC SPACE PARK
•
•
•
•

•

FIG.42

The project opened in 2009
Located in between downtown area of Phoenix Arizona and ASU campus.
The overall site is 2.77 acres
ASU had the vision of expanding into three satellite
locations including downtown. The vision of both he
city and ASU resulted in the
park.
The light rail that runs in
each east and west side of
th park has become a vital component for student
transportation.

The design concept involves
facilitating the connection
between campus facilities and
the park while proving shade
structures, art installations,
landscape, performing space and
various activities. Tree selection
for the site was influenced by the
climate only planting drought
tolerant trees. Numerous seating
locations are available including
movable benches mostly under
shaded structures. The park also
has two water feature strategically placed along the cafe and
children interactive fountain.

FIG.43
An important characteristic of the park is the “Storm Tech” rain retention system that
contributes to the irrigation water and ground water basin. Photo-voltaic panels are
also placed to equip the canopies with lighting that is energy efficient. A performance
space is also provided with a raised stage that can accommodate about 500 spectators
reinforcing the idea of constant activities and use of the space. In addition, and old
post office was accommodated in the area as part of the design to continue providing
services. The safety and security guidelines were strictly enforced through early stages
of the design by CPTED (crime prevention through environmental design) practice.
The designers wanted to constantly keep the park active , provide bright lighting in
the main walkways, and placing security “kiosk” stations. Criminal activity has been
reduced according to the police chief who has “reported very few incidents”. Also, art
installation such as the illuminated columns and the net sculptured attract more eyes
to the park deterring criminal offenders.
CPTED & DEFENSIBLE SPACE STRATEGIES :

Community
UNLV
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Threshold Capacity

Natural
Surveillance

Image
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PRECEDENT STUDIES

PRAHRAN SQUARE, Melbourne, Australia

The interesting part of the project is the reconstruction of a part of the city such as
sparking lot to activate the community space in a design the gives identity to the area.
The walls all face outward providing clear visibility of each distinct space limiting
hidden areas. The landscape is also appropriate for the environment. The paved edges
create clear zones setting boundaries similar to the theory of defensible space. The four
sides to the park reinforce the idea of amphitheater arena allowing for different activities.

FIG.44
PRAHAN SQUARE
•
•
•
•
•

Milieu

Threshold Capacity

Natural
Surveillance

Image

Constructed in 2018
Aspect Studios is the architectural firm
Street Level Parking Transformed into Public Space
60 Million Project
10,000 Square Meters

The square is split into four different areas in which each has a different function
containing , “café and eating area extending from the neighboring supermarket, and
provides programmable hard-scape for events, markets and festivals, a scent garden,
and links to four carefully distinct entry plazas and craned into place”. In other words
the urban square supports the surrounding by providing those local services to those
who visit the park.

FIG.45
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KEY COMPONENTS:
REFLECTIVE SURFACES

TRANSLUCENT CONCRETE
STREET VISIBILITY
LIGHTING
ART

03

PERCEPTION OF COLOR

DESIGN EXPLORATIONS :
URBAN SQUARES
LIGHTING

ART INSTALLATIONS
COLOR

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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EXPLORATION “A”

POSSIBLE URBAN SQUARE LOCATIONS

Spring Mountain Road

lvd
sB
Las
Veg
a

Fashion Show Drive

Sam

my
D

avis

Ju n
ior
Dr

Trump International
Hotel

Fashion
Show Mall

Wynn

Spring Mountain Road

Las

Veg
a

sB

lvd

Treasure Island
Hotel Casino

The Palazzo at
Venetian Resort

FIG.46

WEST WYNN SITE
• Lot Size : 12.79 Acres
• Planned Land-use : Commercial Tourist
• Secluded Site
• Creates opportunity for the
amount of visitors at the
Fashion Show Mall
• Near main roads which can
create easy access to the site.
• The Wynn can take this site
to expand the presence of
the casino
• Among top 10 crime locations in the strip

Circus Circus Festival Grounds
• Lot Size : 25.75 Acres
• Secluded Site during covid-19
• The festival grounds can become activate while not in use.
• Shara offers create easy access
to the site.
• Limited visibility from circus
circus in which it can expand
the presence of the casino to the
exterior spaces.

FIG.48

UNIVERSITY OWNED (EAST
OF MGM)
• Lot Size: 11.23 acres
• Secluded area next to a top
crime locations
• The opportunity to activate
that section of tropicana
between the university and
MGM
• Tropicana has access to the
Freeway
• The urban square can alleviate the high crime rate of the
area changing the image.
FIG.47
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•
•
•

All Sites are secluded with hardly any activity
Reported as top crime areas in
Las Vegas during 2018
Lack of designated public green
spaces

FIG.49
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URBAN SQUARE SAFETY - PROPOSED CONCEPTS
Proposing programs to
gather the community and
create a culture with a purpose.

Climate responsive
Landscape /Biophilic
Design
Wide open spaces
increasing visibility

MODEL 1

MODEL 2

Concentrated Center
1. Landscape is located on the exterior edges of the project
2. Circulation revolves around the edge of
the park. Lighting and security technology
is place along the walkways to maximize
visibility.
3.Seating Areas and shade structures are at
the Center.

Concentrated Sides
1. Landscape is Located on the
center surrounded by other activity areas.
2. Lighting and Technology on the
sides for access to from pedestrians along the sidewalks.
3.Seating Areas are on both sides
of the park to have pedestrian
mobility through the square.

UNLV
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Space utilization of physical
barriers as systems of control
to create a clear distinction
between each area

Open center. Limited
views from exterior

Concentrated Seating
increasing foot traffic

Incorporated new
security Technology
to identify criminal
behavior

EXPLORATION “A”

Landscape Design on center
creates semi private space
away from street

Retail/Flexible
Community spaces
Main Seating Areas /
Shading Structures
Landscape /
Entertainment venue

Climate responsive
Landscape and
Larger open space

Activity /Art Features
Circulation

Concentrated Seating on
end increases the amount of
people watching the streets

Community Activity area
emphasized
MODEL 3

One side concentration
1. Landscape on the opposite side of retail spaces with most seating and shading
in one place
2. Technology and lighting mostly towards the front of the square at the street.
3. Area of activity and art at the edge
of the street to attract more eyes to the
urban square.

BEYOND DEFENSIBLE SPACE:
• Activation of site through I in
green urban squares
• Incorporating concept of
Community to establish a sense
of culture
• Incorporating the concept of
Threshold Capacity by having
multi land use in the same area.
• Increasing circulation and eyes
on the street of the secluded
site.

UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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SITE LAYOUT - VISIBILITY

LIGHTING

60

MODEL 1

60% Immediate Visibility of
Site

56 Minimum Lighting
Fixtures

MODEL 2

The path-light lighting according to the
Global Designing Cities Initiative guidelines should be spaced part 2 to 3 times
the height of the light post. For instance,
15 ft lighting poles should be spaces about
45 ft apart.

The visual field of the human eye spans
approximately 120 degrees and
60 degrees of immediate field of vision.

60

2% Immediate Visibility of
Site

EXPLORATION “A”

65 Minimum Lighting
Fixtures

60

MODEL 3

UNLV
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57% Immediate Visibility of
Site

60 Minimum Lighting
Fixtures
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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EXPLORATION “A”

One side concentration Design
THE IMPACT ON LAS VEGAS
• Retail spaces are maximized
in the space.
• The Green space is center for
ease of accessibility from all
directions
• The main seating areas are
facing Las Vegas Blvd. Attracting visitors
• Visibility is Maximize in all
areas of the site
Concentrated Sides
THE IMPACT ON LAS VEGAS
• Retail spaces are on the edges of the site.
• The green spaces are spread
out through the site providing different experiences.
• 85,000 Square Feet of Seating concentration for outdoor entertainment is on the
center
• Visibility from Las Vegas
Blvd. Is affected.
Concentrated Center

FIG.52
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THE IMPACT ON LAS VEGAS
• Retail spaces is on the center
leading people to the interior
of the site.
• The green spaces on the
exterior edges gives an immediate context within the
place.
• Art spaces become the main
focus to provide a sens of
culture.
• Entertainment even spaces
are along Las Vegas Blvd. For
accessibility

FIG.53
424,000
Number of combined hours spent by people on Strip sidewalks every day
40,000
Number of pedestrians per hour on the Strip during the peak hours, from 7 p.m. to
midnight
The average visitor spent $292 on food and drink, up from $274.69 in 2011.

“I think [local] people generally stay away from the Strip but we’ve noticed since
reopening that people are just looking for outdoor activities that make them feel
safe and it seems we’ve been a lot more popular with locals,” said Kim Chute, Top
golf ’s senior marketing manager, about the venue that reopened on June 18. “It has
a lot to do with our sanitation policies but also just being partially outdoors.” LAS VEGAS SUN
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “B”

MGM GRAND- Tropicana & Las Vegas Blvd.

Top crime Location

Power generator Floors

27 Violent Crimes in
6 month period

Main Seating Areas/
Shading Structures
Landscape /
Entertainment venue

Increased in lighting
Fixture reduce
Violent crimes by 7%
in outdoor spaces

Small Retail Features
Interactive Walls

MAX Peds Traffic =
2,048 peds/15-min

FIG.54

FIG.56
No available lighting
in the area

Landscape limits
visibility

No available seating
and obscure spaces

Limited available
lighting in the area

Floor texture is
Similar to the rest of
street

No shading structures

Non climate responsive
landscape
FIG.55
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FIG.57
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES:
CRIME REDUCTION CONCEPT

EXPLORATION “B”
Reflective
Surfaces

Translucent
Concrete
Studies show that self-recognition as
a result of mirrors make humans self
aware about our appearances to others.
Mirrors help simulate face to face interactions and regulate our emotions.
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “B”

LIGHT STUDIES

LIGHTING: THE IMPACT ON
STREET VISIBILITY
• The SL-33 in-ground luminance is constructed with
composite housing that is
corrosion resistant in harsh
landscape lighting environments
• The in ground Lighting
consisted of seven lamps
illuminates directly in the
immediate area.
• The reflection of the light at
the edges of the walls adds to
the visibility range.

MGM STREET VIEW- GROUND LIGHT STUDY

GROUND LIGHTING

FIG.59
FIG.58
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “B”

LIGHT STUDIES

LIGHTING: THE IMPACT ON
STREET VISIBILITY
• The Bollard lighting is
high-performing, energy-saving LED technology.
• Increased visibility compared to in ground lighting
• Visible from multiple angles
since its above ground
• The light is reflected to illuminate at 360 degrees.

MGM STREET VIEW- BOLLARD LIGHT STUDY

BOLLARD LED LIGHTING

FIG.61
FIG.60
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “B”

LIGHT STUDIES

LIGHTING: THE IMPACT ON
STREET VISIBILITY
• LED post lighting provides
a more effective illuminance
in the overall space.
• Increased Visibility compared to the in ground lighting and bollard.
• Floor area is completely
visible

MGM STREET VIEW- POST LIGHT STUDY

STREET POST LIGHTING LED

FIG.63
FIG.62
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “B”

LIGHT STUDIES

LIGHTING: THE IMPACT ON
STREET VISIBILITY
• Display color and detailed
images in high definition
quality
• Increased visibility compared to in ground and
bollard lighting.
• The LED panels attract
attention to the screens and
illuminate a large amount of
area.
• The light is limited by the
length of the screen as some
areas are left with minimal
or no lighting

MGM STREET VIEW- LED PANEL LIGHT STUDY

LED PANEL LIGHTING

FIG.65

FIG.64
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “C”

MGM GRAND - DIGITAL ART INSTALLATIONS

FIG.66

We accomplish this goal every day through
four core beliefs that have long remained
tenants of our strategy and operating
Philosophy:
1.Develop and create extraordinary experiences.
2.Provide consistent and outstanding guest
service.
3.Build and sustain the communities in
which we work and live.
4.Be respectful, inclusive and responsible in
all we do.

MGM Resorts International
2020 Plan
• The plan describes “strategy
to reduce cost, drive margin
improvements and position the company for future
growth.”
• In the document the investment into new technology
advancements to expand
their revenue and transition
into the modern digital age
is emphasized.
• The other goal mentioned
is to provide “are “organizational changes to improve
operating efficiencies”
MISSION AND CORE BELIEFS
“ In our eyes, entertainment is
not extracurricular – it’s a fundamental human need. Therefore, we exist to ENTERTAIN
THE HUMAN RACE”
SOCIAL IMPACT AND
SUSTAINABILITY
FOSTERING DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION

The 254 tall sign was refurbished in 2014 to include
13,000 custom LED lights
to display the iconic
“MGM”letters.

A screen dimensioning
114’ height by 50’ width
becoming the second largest LED display during its
time.

The display cover 5,700
square feet of digital per
each side at full color and
high resolution.
FIG.67
CORE VALUES:

INVESTING IN COMMUNITY
CARING FOR ONE ANOTHER
PROTECTING OUR PLANET
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MGM VERTICAL LED SCREENS

TEAMWORK

INTEGRITY

INCLUSION

EXCELLENCE
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
MGM GRAND - DIGITAL ART INSTALLATIONS

FIG.68

FIG.69
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EXPLORATION “C”

MOTION TRACKING TECHNOLOGY
• Measures the position or orientation in a defined space
using X,Y, and Z axis.
• Optical tracking systems
requires markers to accurately read motion.
• Non- Optical systems required other methods with
the use of electromagnetism
theories without the help of
camera’s or visual devices.
• Virtual Reality is using the
system to placed the user in
the interior of a 3D environment.

MGM LED PANEL ART:

KINECT MOTION CAPTURE
• Real time motion sensing
cameras for monitoring
body movement.
• The technology can track up
to six people at a time.
• An advantage to the system
is there is no need to wear
bulky equipment or markers.
• “The Kinect interprets data
by using an object recognizing an approach that allows
it to predict 3D body joint
positions, body shape and
clothing more efficiently, and
runs 200 frames per seconds.
The system can practically
read every body movement.”
Sentimental Flow

KINECT MOTION SYSTEM DISPLAY - A kinect camera system would capture the

RESPONSE TO ASSAULT INCIDENTS

movement of people walking then display a lion on the screen that moves with the person.

KINECT MOTION DISPLAYS- The art installation idea is inspired from Civic Space Park
in which art and performance spaces are part of the program in an attempt increase
activity.
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EXPLORATION “C”
SHADOW WALL ART
•
•
•

The art installation reflects the movement of the people as they walk by near the screens.
The presence of people being mirror on the LED influences a positive behavior psychologically since the individual is being observer through an exhibit.
According to an article by Scott jeffrey , “Most of us go to great lengths to protect our
self-image from anything unflattering or unfamiliar. And so it’s easier to observe another’s
shadow before acknowledging one’s own shadow.”

The Park precedent study contains a reflective water features that is illuminated. In the same
manner, the mirroring of a person’s shadow emphasizes how the individual and others are
behaving at the moment. As Scoot mentions people will go great lengths to preserve a positive
image so this art installation can be successful in preventing assault.

WATER LIGHT GRAFFITI
•
•
•

The combination of moisture with LEDs sensitive panels illuminates the area directly in contact
tithe water.
The lights immediately light up creating a temporary graffiti than is an interactive activity engaging
the community
The system created by artist Antonin Fourneau can be adapted in a similar concept to display messages in the LEDs screens at MGM.

The system allows for the involvement of the community to actively write messages on the screen that
captures the attentions of others. In a situation of danger a message can be written into the screen
alerting others of a dangerous situation. In this case the system can be very successful from deflecting
criminal offenses as the graffiti generates attention.

NATURE EXHIBITION
•
•
•

In a 2006 study of Health Promotion International found people to have a positive outlook when
observing nature.
Nature can reduce depression and give the brain a break from the busy everyday urban environment.
The study reveal people living around trees experience less domestic violence and lower crime rates
compared to those that do not.

Biophillia has proven to have positive psychological effects on the mind and the study reinforces the
idea of less crime in areas where nature is present. The exhibition of water on the screen calms the brain
generating a relaxing environment.
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
MGM GRAND - DIGITAL ART INSTALLATIONS

KINETIC ARTWORK IN THE
DIGITAL AGE
• Display any shape or form
from an image in which
pieces pin screen change
with applied pressure.
• Ward Fleming is credited
with the invention aiming to
create a connection between
the three dimensionality.
• The animation uses science,mathematics, nature,
and technology.

MGM LED PANEL ART:

EXPLORATION “C”

RESPONSE TO ASSAULT INCIDENTS

LED PANEL INTERACTIVE
DISPLAY
•

•

•
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LED screen would be used
by pedestrians to captured
images of the individual that
can then be display on the
larger screens of MGM.
The captured image can the
be display in a form of a lion
overlaying on to of the persons face as a way to include
the legacy of the casino.
Investing in such art installation will bring natural
surveillance to the street
while providing illumination
for the tourist.

FIG.70
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “D”

PLANET HOLLYWOOD MIRACLE SHOPS - COLOR INSTALLATION
23 Violent Crimes in
6 month period

MIRACLE SHOPS
Multiple large LED screens
for advertisement on the
front facade.

MAX Peds Traffic =
1,938 peds/15-min

Lighting provided is mostly from the LED screens at
the top of facades leaving
the street-scape in the
dark.

CAESARS ENTERTAINMENT
•
•

•

FIG.71

MISSION AND CORE BELIEFS
“ While each of our over 50
world-class resorts offer its
own unique amenities, all share
a common goal of providing
unparalleled family-style service
and exhilarating experiences.”

FIG.72
CORE VALUES:

EMPLOYEES
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Planet Hollywood is owned by
Caesars entertainment
The goal is to generate memorable experiences ,personalize rewards and delight every
guest,every team member,
every time.
The company is focuses on
creating loyalty and value with
its guest through a unique
combination of great service,
excellent products, unsurpassed distribution,operational
excellence and technological
leadership.

GUEST

COMMUNITY

ENVIRONMENT

Guard wall limits visibility
of pedestrian activity
Exterior seating is limited
and the hard concrete is
the main pathway only
focusing on leading people
to the interior.
FIG.73

Crowded spaces as people
are walking to their destination.
The building form creates
hidden concave spaces.

FIG.74
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
PSYCHOLOGY OF COLOR

MIRACLE MILE SHOPS COLOR:

RESPONSE TO WEAPON INCIDENTS

EXPLORATION “D”

PLANET HOLLYWOOD STREET VIEW

FIG.76
LANDSCAPE

FIG.75

https://nilare.wordpress.com/2015/09/23/the-psychology-ofcolour-at-home/
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Nature helps in emotional regulation and improves memory functions.
Nature walks benefit people suffering from depression (Shern et al., 2014).
Nature walks and other outdoor activities build attention and focus (Hartig, 1991).
A study at the University of Kansas found that spending more time outdoors and less
time with our electronic devices can increase our problem-solving skills and improve
creative abilities.
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EXPLORATION “D”
BLUE

According to the article , “The Color Psychology of Blue” by Kendra Cherry:
•
•
•
•

Blue is preferred by men and is viewed as non-threatening color.
The color calms the mind and creates a feeling of security. Police officers are often seen in
blue uniforms.
Blue lowers heart pulse rate as well as the body temperature.
The study reveals people in blue office environments are often more productive.

The importance of this color in crime locations is vital since 98% of mass shootings are
committed by men.

RED

The color red produces the strongest emotions and is the most recognized in the color
spectrum.
•
•
•
•

Informs people or alerts them of immediate danger or negative situations.
Elevates the blood pressure, heart rate, respiration rate.
Red has a tendency to increase appetite in restaurants.
Symbolically the color has represented passion, power, and dominance.

The application of red has to be carefully utilized according to the studies the color can evoke a
feeling of anger. Often is also associated with blood so while it can also served to captured the
attention of people , it can have a negative impact.

YELLOW

Yellow is associated with the sun and due to its intensity can evoke a stronger reactions or
feelings.
•
•
•

Similar to red, the color even in small quantities tends to attract attention since its the
most visible.
Yellow can create a feeling of warmth in the environment but long exposures can be
overwhelming.
In larger quantities yellow tends to frustrate people and lead to confrontations as the eye is
easily irritated.

As mentioned above in top crime locations, yellow would not be recommended since it can
easily frustrate people increasing the chance of violent confrontations.

The results from the design exploration points to blue or another color closely
associated with nature. Landscape is a good alternative that adds color to the location. Blue in an environment of violent crimes with weapons should reduce the
incidents since men preferred it and the mind reads it as a peaceful secure location.
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
COLOR LIGHTING FACADE & FLOOR MOTION DETECTOR

EXPLORATION “D”
COLOR LIGHTING FACADE WARNING SYSTEM
Lighting is also an issue in this area and to go further than simply painting the facade
a certain colors, LED colors light can be placed on the facade. The color of the facade
can then be manipulated to she shift in mood. For instance, yellow or red can serve as
a system of grabbing people’s attention or warning them of a dangerous situations. The
goal to entertain the people set by the company can be achieved at the same time as a
functioning system of alert.

A floor LED motion sensor installation would change color according to the amount
of time a person has been standing in a single place. For instance, if the same person
stands in place for more than 5 minutes then the surrounding colors would begin to
change the same color indicating that person has been in that spot for an extended
amount of time. The sensors would allow for the constant movement of people and
discourage criminals to stand in the same location since it would attract attention to
the person. The system could also be used to monitor which areas are getting the most
activities and which ones are receiving the least amount.
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “D”

CRIME MAPPING FACADE DISPLAY

CRIME MAPPING SYSTEM
The system in place would have to partner with websites that track statistics or map the
offenses occurring through out the day on the strip. In this manner, the display speaks
more directly to bring to light the offenses happening on a daily basis. The
people would know to be cautious if they are traveling through that area. The map
would serve as a constant reminder of always being aware of their surroundings.

GLAZING SYSTEM
A complete removal of the concrete walls and installation of reflective glazing would
be another solution. The reason this spot is consider high risk is due to the lack of windows or entries in this portion of the design. People who walk through the area will
know there is a possibility that an individual could be watching them from the interior
of the space. The concept is the least exciting option and can be costly.
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “D”

MGM GRAND - MURAL ART INSTALLATIONS

MURALS STREET ART/COLOR
•
•

•

Mural Art illustrates the
culture creating a sense of
place and community.
The idea of positively impacting the image of the
place with art goes back to
Oscar’s Newman theory
which states is less likely for
a crime to occur.
Murals set an easy to read
message evoking a certain
emotion on individuals.

MGM LED PANEL ART:

RESPONSE TO WEAPON INCIDENTS

FIG.77

SECURITY MIRRORS
•

•

•

FIG.78
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Mirrors influence a persons
behavior as criminals look
for areas of low risk to
commit crime.
According to a study by AL
Beaman on self awareness
the placing of a mirror
reduce negative behavior by
75% of participants.
The study also reveal that
looking at your reflection
leads you to think about
socially acceptable behavior
in public.

FIG.79
MURAL ART : The art
illustrated would be against
gun violence indicating the
message of fighting against
the violent offense. In this
setting is more visible to a
large quantity of the visitors
walking by the wall.

REFLECTIVE SURFACE:
Studies show that self-recognition as a result of mirrors
make humans self aware
about our appearances to
others. Mirrors help persuade
socially desirable behaviors
and increase self control.

COLOR & VISUAL
SURVEILLANCE:
The combination of color
with mural art as a result of
my explorations would reduce
crime sense enforcing those
tow elements together projects a message and the use of
color can calm the mind.
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SUMMARY
RESULTS CONCLUSION :

SPRING SEMESTER:

The initial conclusions generated from the design investigations indicate that
multiple strategies besides lighting are required in combination to successfully reduce crime. Studies illustrate that lighting fixtures reduce violent crimes by seven
percent in outdoor space. Thus, lighting on its own is not enough to completely
deflect criminals. Art installations in the entertainment-driven industry such as
Las Vegas should be promoting the artistic talent often advertise in shows. The
average max pedestrian foot traffic at an intersection such as Las Vegas Blvd and
Tropicana are 2,048 individuals every 15 minutes. In an hour that amount accumulates to 8,192 pedestrians. Interestingly, if ten percent of the people walking
in the area admired the art installation that concludes that about 820 people are
focusing their attention on that specific space per hour. The amount of time is also
being extended spent on that site since they are stopping to capture a photograph.
Additionally other simple design features such as color, glazing, non obstructive
spaces, and landscape can impact the safety of the users by those simple moves
illustrated in my design explorations.

In the spring I would want to continue analyzing other top criminal locations to
propose a series of options and continue the development of design explorations.
However, the explorations would be to design a larger scale public spaces along the
strip that integrates the results from my explorations. The green spaces currently in
Las Vegas such as the Park by MGM do not currently support strategies to reduce negative behavior. The redesigning of a continuous section of the strip with crime prevention strategies can demonstrate the potential of Las Vegas Blvd. changing its image to
promoting being one of the safest streets in the world.

The 5 P’s : Publication, Partnership, Prototype, Patent, and Professional
Practice

PROJECT CORE MISSION:

The plan for the five P’s involves a prototype or publication. The prototype idea would be
beneficial since Oscar’s Newman book is criticized for leaving a great amount of
interpretation to the architect. Introducing specific art installations such as LED’s as a
prototype that encourages interactive activity in public settings would add to the guidelines set
by Newman.

The goal of this book is to examine the dangerous locations along the strip and
propose solutions by examining the possible features facilitating criminals to
committing the offense. People Should be excited about my work because it promotes the artistic talent of the community of Las Vegas to display their talent and
culture along with one of the most visited places in the world. The work would
also function to serve the community by reducing the risk of becoming a crime
statistic.

Proposing a publication article that can be viewed as a set of general rules going beyond best
practices for casinos along the strip to adapt in order to reduce crime. The results from the
explorations can be applied as a way to shift their image to a safe environment for the community. The brand of the Casino and the community would be protected by enforcing the lessons
learned from my research studies.

PUBLICATION
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PROTOTYPE
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KEY COMPONENTS:
CASINO SECURITY

NEW TECHNOLOGY

EFFECTIVE SURVEILLANCE TOOLS
COMMUNITY

04
BEYOND DEFENSIBLE
SPACE DESIGN :
SITE

FREMONT STREET STUDY
BELLAGIO

COSMOPOLITAN
ARIA
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION:

SITE LOCATION

REDBALL PROJECT:

Tropicana

Flamingo

FIG.80
RedBall Project is a public
traveling street art piece by US born artist
Kurt Perschke. Considered “the world’s
longest-running street art work” the
project consists of a 15 ft inflated red ball
wedged in different city spaces in various
cities around the world.

The site is located between
Flamingo and Tropicana covering
different sections along Las Vegas
Blvd.

The inspiration from this project can be
applied in the concept of enforcing safety.

• Most of the design
explorations with high crime
are owned by MGM

COMMUNITY
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• 1.8 Mile Section

FIG.81 & 82

• Over 160 Violent Crimes in a 6
month Period
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION:

DESIGN

ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES REQUIRED:

MATERIALS
The crimes investigated and research indicate that criminals will choose a target location usually during the hours of the night and target areas where they have a higher chance of being
identified according to the Physical Environment and Crime Research by National Institute of
Justice. Crime indicate to accompanied areas where natural surveillance is lacking.
Other questions commonly observed by the offenders are
• How easy would it be to enter or escape the area? What are the chances of being recognized or seen?
• Will people be able to react in any situation to prevent the crime?
• Quick Exit routes?

C.

A. LED SCREENS

B.

C. REFLECTIVE GLAZING:
Transparency in material

MATERIALITY - Building facades that include transparency, LED screens, color , or a

cleaner quality to them encourage the concept of image. Psychological according to Newman
Theories if the sidewalks and the area seems to be cleaned and respected by the user the more
incline the public will want o maintain that way creating a sense of surveillance. In the case of
the The park we can see this by the reduced number of criminal activity.

B. COLOR MATERIAL:
Blue,Green, White, Pink
LIGHTING

ILLUMINATION Lighting is a strategy that should not be overlooked. Low quality illumina-

tion provides the potential for an offender to target the area. The user of the street must have
complete visibility of their surroundings at all times.

LANDSCAPE - Landscape has been proven to have an effect on regulating emotion and
reducing depression. The case study of Klyde Warren park proves landscape to be effective as
most of the crimes happening in that area relate to the exterior perimeters only few incidents
occurring within the interior of the park.
STREET FACING SEATING - In the same instance, Looking at the park MGM and Klyde
Warren park we see an abundance in seating that promotes human interacting prolonging the
time spend in the place. The longer people stay in the area the more surveillance the area has.
DESIGNATED MOVEMENT- The control of movement through the exterior and interior
layout of the space creates a layer of difficulty for criminals to have a quick exit after committing a crime.

TECHNOLOGY

Post Lighting Maximizes
Visibility.
Thermal Imaging in Camera
Technology

TECHNOLOGY- The arise of new technology such as tracking systems or strategically design
camera placement accounts for the a 16 % in crime reduction according to a 40 year systematic
research by Eric L. Piza. https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1745-9133.12419
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

FREMONT STREET

Fremont Street Experience

25 Violent Crimes in
1 month period

Main Entrance Crime Locations

56 Violent Crimes in
6 month period
MAX Peds Traffic =
25,000 peds daily
•
•
FIG.

•

The Viva Vision screen
stretches 1,500 feet in length
about five football fields.
On average 19 million people visit the area every year.
Fremont Experience has
entertainment, restaurants,
bars, and 49.3 million LED

FIG.83

FIG.84

FIG.85
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FREMONT STREET

Crime Map: September 2020- February 2021

MGM GRAND- Tropicana & Las Vegas Blvd.

Tropicana West Pedestrian
Bridge Statistic
Top crime Location
12 Violent Crimes in
6 month period
27 Violent Crimes in
6 month period
MAX Peds Traffic =
600 peds/15-min
Average
56 Violent Crimes in
the Fremont Street
Experience

218 Crimes Reported
In a 1/4 mile radius

FIG.86

63% of crimes are assault
22 % of crimes are
Burglary

s
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Fremont Street Experience
The MGM experience 27 violent crimes in a six
month period compared to 56 at Fremont street.

7 % of crimes are
Robbery

The downtown Fremont experience receives a
larger amount of people visit the area each year.

5 % of crimes are
Robbery

The Fremont experience covers a larger portion of area in which bars, entertainment , and
restaurants are immediately available. The
Consumption of alcohol is at a higher rate as a
result of the multiple bars surrounding Fremont.

3 % of crimes are
Sex Crimes

Fremont Statistics
MAX Peds Traffic =
723 peds/15-min
25 Violent Crimes in
1 month period
56 Violent Crimes in
6 month period
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “E”

Fountains of Bellagio

The Iconic Fountains

FIG.87

“There is nothing like seeing them
in person. The Fountains of Bellagio were destined to romance your
senses. It is the most ambitious,
complex water feature ever conceived and it’s absolutely free for
any visitor to enjoy. Step back, or
find a comfortable perch to sit, and
watch against the backdrop of the
Las Vegas lavender sky. Each performance is unique in expression
and interpretation so no matter
how many times you have seen the
Fountains, they always have more
in store to wow you with. Fall in
love with this unprecedented aquatic accomplishment.”

MGM VERTICAL LED SCREENS

Fountains are considered
to be the main attraction of
the outdoor space.
Lighting provided is mostly from the low ambient
lamps seen on the image
Guard wall is where most
people are standing with
their back towards the
pedestrian

Limited Landscape on the
site

Crime Map: August 2020- February 2021

FIG.86
FIG.88
https://www.mgmresorts.com/en/things-todo/bellagio/fountains-of-bellagio.html

Concave Spaces are intimate but also create hidden
areas.

CORE VALUES:

TEAMWORK
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INTEGRITY

INCLUSION

EXCELLENCE
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EXPLORATION “E”

FIG.91

FIG.89

Lighting - Reduces crime
by 9 %
Security Camera16 % percent in reduction
of crimes.
Landscape-Nature walks
benefit people suffering
from depression (Shern et
al., 2014).
Relfective Surface & LED
Screeen
Up to 75 % reduction in
negative behavior

35%
Reduction in

crime

Color-Blue is preferred

FIG.90
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by men and is viewed as
non-threatening color.
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION:

EXPLORATION “E”

SEATING DESIGN:

Bellagio Patisserie

FIG.92

Revenue

The artistic style of the Bellagio should be evident in the design.

Security

A coffee & Pastry Stand on the Bellagio fountain public sidewalk would be ideal for
Extending the casino to the exterior.

Lighting

The concepts of safety & design can be both combined to demonstrate an architectural
approach while maintaining the main theme of the Casino

Landscape

The concept by Newman are still applied to the space while adding technology and adding
to the image Bellagio has already develop of luxury.

Seating

Territoriality
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Natural
Surveillance

Image

Milieu
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION:

EXPLORATION “E”

SEATING DESIGN:

MAX CAPACITY

OPEN

CREATING A SENSE OF COMMUNITY WHILE MAXIMIZING VISIBILITY

The concept of adding built in seating within the curvilinear spaces of the pedestrian
pathway and adding landscape connects with the theme of the Bellagio. The circular
LED at the entrances would be integrated with the commonly used casino software
“NORA” (Non-obvious relationship awareness) which instantly triggers a “trip wire”
that flags high-risk individuals.

LAKE COMO ,ITALY

BELLAGIO CURRENT PUBLIC SPACE
FIG.93
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FIG.94
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION:

EXPLORATION “E”

SEATING DESIGN:

FIG.95

LED- SEATING ON OUTDOOR SPACES
People are
Seating facing
the street
The area around
them lights up
preventing dark
spaces.

The inspiration from the seating comes from LED static light cubes which turn on the
same color throughout the day. The design proposed would be equipped with sensing
such as Optical pressure sensors that would activate as a person sits down. A small
water feature similar to the Bellagio would also activate to attract attention to the individual using the space.

Creates a sense
of gathering
serves as a tool
indicate which
spaces are mostly utilized.
No Light
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Pressure activates
Light
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION:
SEATING DESIGN:

EXPLORATION “E”

Outdoor Retail area with movable seating.
Expanding the outdoor Bellagio Fountain experience this option would construct spaces that
put you closer to the show. The expanded area would include small shops to create revenue
for the Casino. Further, enhances the idea of community and non stationary seating is added
similar to the public spaces in Lake Como.
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COMMUNITY INTEGRATION:
SEATING DESIGN:

SEATING DESIGN
• The plan for the Bellagio would be to
combine two of the curvilinear spaces
designated to watching the show into
a larger space that accommodates the
larger crowds of individuals.
• In the same design form the spaces
would contain shade provided by
adding more of the same trees.
• A larger space would encourage people to stay longer and added lighting spaces would makes the spaces
visible.
• The more eyes on the street concept
applies.
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EXPLORATION “E”

FIG.96
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “F”

Fountains
THE
COSMOPOLITAN
of Bellagio : EMERGENCY SYSTEM

FIG.97

1. REDEFINING LUXURY
2. A THOUGHTFUL APPROACH
3. HIDDEN GEMS
4. OUR LOCAL EATERY
5. A PLACE TO BELONG
6. EXPERIENCE MORE
7. A COMMUNITY OF VOICES
8. MAKING A DIFFERENCE
9. YOU’RE COVERED
10. DISCOVERY ENCOURAGED
11. LEADING CULTURE

MGM Resorts International
2020 Plan
• The plan describes “strategy
to reduce cost, drive margin
improvements and position the company for future
growth.”
• In the document the investment into new technology
advancements to expand
their revenue and transition
into the modern digital age
is emphasized.
• The other goal mentioned
is to provide “are “organizational changes to improve
operating efficiencies”
MISSION AND CORE BELIEFS
“ In our eyes, entertainment is
not extracurricular – it’s a fundamental human need. Therefore, we exist to ENTERTAIN
THE HUMAN RACE”
SOCIAL IMPACT AND
SUSTAINABILITY
FOSTERING DIVERSITY AND
INCLUSION

MGM VERTICAL LED SCREENS

https://www.mgmresorts.com/en/things-todo/bellagio/fountains-of-bellagio.html

FIG.98

CORE VALUES:

INVESTING IN COMMUNITY
CARING FOR ONE ANOTHER
PROTECTING OUR PLANET
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TEAMWORK

INTEGRITY

INCLUSION

EXCELLENCE
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “F”

THE COSMOPOLITAN : EMERGENCY SYSTEM

Crime Map: February 2021- March2021

Crime Map: August 2020- February 2021

FIG.100

FIG.99
FIG.101
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “F”

THE COSMOPOLITAN : EMERGENCY SYSTEM

EMERGENCY BOX SYSTEM
• The technology has been
in placed mostly on college
campuses since 1990.
• The cost on average for an
Emergency box system is
approximately $7,500. The
maintenance cost is $200
annually.
• Rice University in Houston
, Texas conducted a study in
which 80 blue light emergency phones were installed.
During 2011, the high crime
rates on campus dropped by
67.74% according to campus
safety magazine.

TECHNICAL INFORMATION : DESIGN

Height - 9.0 Feet
Width - 10.5 Inches
Depth - 8.0 Inches
Weight - 182 Lbs
A Solar emergency system is also
available included with speakers,
video cameras and card readers.

FIG.102

FIG.104

The technology adds another layer of security available at all times not limited by weather conditions,
non supported apps, easily accessible, and serve as a
symbolic security presence. Therefore, The advan-
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tages outweigh the drawbacks.

ER
GE

NC
Y

Design Exploration

EM

ADVANTAGES
• Durability
• Pinpoint Location
• Universal Accessibility
• Psychology Peace of Mind
• Consistent Communication
Drawbacks
• High Upfront cost
• Increase in emergency cell
phone apps
• Misused of Phone ex. Prank
calls
CONCLUSION

FIG.103

Dimensions:

EMERGENCY BOX KIOSK

LIGHT/ INFORMATION
KIOSK
UNLV SoA | HD STUDIO
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
THE COSMOPOLITAN : EMERGENCY SYSTEM

LOCATION
• START OF BRIDGE
• CENTER
• END OF BRIDGE

EXPLORATION “F”

The distribution of the
Emergency phone stations
ensures that the whole length of
the bridge is secured.
The other sculptures would
serve as visual lighting and
access to resort information.

FIG.105
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “F”

THE COSMOPOLITAN : EMERGENCY SYSTEM

FIG.106
TRANSPARENT LED
• Permeability is 60 % - 90%
• Multiple surface shapes
such as flat, curved ,or
customized shape.
• Ease of installation as glass
walls.
• The glass panels can replaced
the glazing on the bridge
while providing transparency with new technology
• Advertisement is a key feature to pay for the cost of the
screens.
FIG.107
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RELIABLE
COMMUNICATION

ACTIVATED LIGHT
INSTANT KNOWN
ALERTS OF EMERGENCY LOCATION
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “F”

THE COSMOPOLITAN : EMERGENCY SYSTEM

FOCUS ON THE VISIBILITY
OF THE ADDITIONS
INSPIRATION FROM FACADE CONNECTING TO
CULTURE

FIG.108
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS
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SOLAR PANEL POWER

ADDING DESIGN
TO THE BRIDGE
STRUCTURE
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
THE COSMOPOLITAN : EMERGENCY SHELTER

FIG.109

EMERGENCY SHELTER
• Anti-Terrorist Shelters are
being constructed in transport oriented cities to offered
a form of protection.
• The blast and bullet proof
shelters can be proposed in
areas of high weapon violence such as the Strip.
• The temporary protective
shelter would detect any
gunfire with the gunshot detection system to alert police
officer of the location.
• People can shield from any
immediate danger and the
shelter also functions as a
bus stop.
ADVANTAGES
• Strengthened Glass screens
• Adaptability and Visibility
• Government approved for
safety measures
• Design can be inspired by
the property

EXPLORATION “F”
The design for the multi functioning shelters follows the facade
Cosmopolitan. Redefining luxury
is one of their main ideas thus is
important to consider the architectural characteristics.

A direct form of communication
without the need to press a button
can be more time efficient when
dealing with firearms. The recent
increase in shootings in the strip
acts as proof of the need of such
systems as millions of visitors traveled to the strip every year. The

Drawbacks
• High cost
• Permanent location
• Larger amount of space
required
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:

EXPLORATION “G”

ARIA RESORT & CASINO

FIG.110

MGM Resorts International
2020 Plan
• The plan describes “strategy
to reduce cost, drive margin
improvements and position the company for future
growth.”
• In the document the investment into new technology
advancements to expand
their revenue and transition
into the modern digital age
is emphasized.
• The other goal mentioned
is to provide “are “organizational changes to improve
operating efficiencies”

MGM VERTICAL LED SCREENS

The ARIA Fine Art Collection encompasses a
multitude of styles and
media ranging from
sculptures and paintings
to large-scale installations
engaging visitors on a visual and intellectual level.
Some were existing pieces,
carefully chosen for their
artistic value and cultural
significance; others are
site-specific installations
for which the artist commanded their vision over
the space.

MISSION AND CORE BELIEFS
ARIA means poolside cocktails, worldclass restaurants, architectural attention
to details, and world-renowned fine art.
It’s about the buzzing lounges and unparalleled nightlife at JEWEL nightclub from
Hakkasan Group. It’s about in-room tablets
that deliver one-touch access to everything.
And it’s about the Resort Club Lounge,
Tower Suites and Sky Suites, where concierge personalizes services and deliver
every comfort imaginable.

One-Touch Everything
For the AAA Five Diamond-awarded ARIA Resort &
Casino, being the smartest hotel
on The Strip doesn’t just mean
peerless amenities and unexpected indulgences.

https://www.mgmresorts.com/en/things-todo/bellagio/fountains-of-bellagio.html
CORE VALUES:

TEAMWORK
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FIG.111

INTEGRITY

INCLUSION

EXCELLENCE
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EXPLORATION “G”

Crime Map: August 2020- February 2021
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FIG.112

FIG.114

FIG.113

FIG.115
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
ARIA RESORT & CASINO

EXPLORATION “G”

POLICE KOBAN SYSTEM
•

•
•

The popular Koban police
boxes in Japan are mini
headquarters located in high
crime areas.
The stations work by rotating
officers increasing the sense
of security.
The stations also serve to
provide basic community
services and information
stations further connecting
to the community.

FIG.116

FIG.118

•

•

•

The Community
The stations serve to make
people of aware of potential
safety issues, receiving lost
items, and recording minor
incidents.
They usually contained large
geographical maps for the
public and neighborhood
maps.
The stations connect to the
new guidelines of second
generation CPTED which
involves Social cohesion
with the community.

FIG.117
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
ARIA RESORT & CASINO

EXPLORATION “G”
TRANSFORMING THE
INTERACTION WITH THE LAS
VEGAS COMMUNITY.

FIG.119

FIG.120
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ARCHITECTURAL FEATURES STUDIES:
ARIA RESORT & CASINO

POLICE K-9 RESTING
STATION
• The station is designed to
function as a space for resting for both the police officer
and the K-9.
• Pedestrians can communicate directly with any officer
in the station in case of an
emergency.
• Police dogs usually put
their lives on the line first to
apprehend criminals but can
detect any drugs or explosives. The search and rescue
abilities is another reason
why they should have a
greater presence on the strip.
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EXPLORATION “G”
•
•

•

•

DESIGN
The adaptable design is
inspired by their interest in
fine arts sculpture.
As a prototype, the system
can be combined by attaching two on opposite side to
extend the seating.
The small station requires
less spatial accommodations
in situations where space is
limited such as the pedestrian bridges.
Overall measures 10 feet in
length by 5 feet wide.
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PASSIVE - CRIME PREVENTION DESIGN

CONCLUSION

DESIGN ORGANIZATION
The Study is an attempt to
address multiple empty lots seating on The Las Vegas Strip. The
empty spaces generate unsafe
dark conditions for pedestrians
and limited surveillance is on
the site. Thus, the idea of developing temporary designs that
can maximize visibility, community space, and generate revenue
is proposed. The placement of
any building should be carefully
studied to consider any major
hidden areas that provide an
advantage to criminal activity.
LIGHTING
A study by the New York City
Police Department concluded
that “increased levels of lighting
led to a 36% reduction in index
crimes.” The lighting studies
conducted in the book aimed
to be applied to sections of the
Strip with low levels of lighting.
Coincidently the number one
criminal spot during 2018 was
the MGM which consists of low
levels of illumination in the exterior. In comparison, to The Park
located across the MGM property who reported significantly
fewer crimes
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ART INSTALLATIONS
The art installations of LED screen
integrate the community, property
brand, and generate revenue. The
solution can have a higher cost
but can also promote any advertisement for the property that can
make up for the cost of the technology. Psychologically individuals
will shift their attention towards
the screens as the walk by bringing attention to that specific spot
discouraging criminals who do no
seek attention.
PSYCHOLOGY OF COLOR
Color in exterior facades plays an
important role in the psychological
effects of individuals. As mentioned
in the exploration of the strategy,
bright colors such as yellow and
red in large qualities can irritate
the human eye. Red raises blood
pressure and produces intense
emotions. Recommended colors to
apply are blue or green generating a
sense of calmness. The strategy can
easily be applied in areas of high
criminal risk changing the image of
the environment.
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PASSIVE - CRIME PREVENTION DESIGN

CONCLUSION

LANDSCAPE
The positive effects on the mental health resulting from green
environment has been illustrated
in previous studies. The exploration illustrates a simple solution
that solves multiple problems at
once such as the lack of landscape on the strip. The solution
can be utilized along architectural features that create hidden
areas providing opportunity for
crime. The landscape can also
function as a tool to control the
pedestrian pathways.
SEATING STRATEGIES : LED
The pressure activated LED
seating has two functions, to
illuminate the space and serve as
a visual tool. Attention brought
to the space can be utilized to
identify which spaces are the
most active at the moment. Officers can be aware of those spaces
as wells as criminal avoiding the
attention. Another important
feature is bringing more eyes on
the street as people are facing
towards the front keeping their
attention on their surroundings
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SEATING STRATEGIES
Curvilinear built in seating and
circular LED entrances connect
with the concept of the Bellagio
Patisserie shop. Equipped with
casino software “NORA” the
colorful LED entrances can flag
high risk criminals in the area
using the software. Extending
the time people spend sitting
at a space observing their surroundings connects to the idea
of having “eyes on the street” to
discourage criminal behavior.
SEATING STRATEGIES
Proposing to design large
spaces for the crowd to gather
while providing more shading
with natural landscape would
integrate the community and
tourist. The place can be one
of the public spaces along the
strip that contains landscape
and accessible seating not easily
found along the Las Vegas Strip.
Bellagio would benefit from the
increase of audience watching
the show as more people would
be within the property.
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ACTIVE - CRIME PREVENTION DESIGN
EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM
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CONCLUSION

The safety of guest is a legal obligation established my state gaming commissions. Since any incident must be reported and since
there is potential liability for
the resort, technology such as
emergency box systems should
be considered. The systems can
be placed in environment low
surveillance or high traffic pathways as there is a greater risk for
crime. The design can match the
branding of the resort to illustrate the concern for safety.

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM- MULTI-FUNCTION

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM- INTEGRATED GLAZING

EMERGENCY COMMUNICATION
SYSTEM- SHELTER

Similar to the emergency box
system, the software would be
integrated into glazing at the
Strip bridges. The system would
not take up space, rather be integrated within the Glazing itself
imitating an informational both.
The communication is reliable
and can serve also to screen other images such as advertisement.
The transparency of the bridge
is important for police officers to
have view of the pedestrians in
case of an emergency.

A shelter system would serve to
shield against the multiple increase
in shootings recently on Las Vega’s
Strip. The temporary protective
shelter would detect any gunfire
with the gunshot detection system
to convey the location of the incident occurring. The sensors would
send the exact time and location
to the police for rapid response as
another tool of safety. Various prototypes can be design to produce
the architectural style that reflects
the strip.

Maintaining the resort theme
while utilizing emergency boxes
as lighting for the spaces adds
an extra layer of security to the
area. The people are encouraged to be near the emergency
boxes and have peace of mind
knowing they can immediately
contact security from the casino.
The system is ideal for any area
along the strip in which security
can easily access the exterior of
the casino in a timely manner.
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DIRECT- CRIME PREVENTION DESIGN

SUMMARY

POLICE KOBAN SYSTEM
The stations can serve as direct
physical contact with security,
police officers, or resort workers. The individuals can make
people of aware of potential safety issues, receiving lost items,
and recording minor incidents.
The stations connect to the
guidelines of second generation
CPTED and ensuring a safe
environment for the people on
the property. The design of the
boxes would be dictated by its
surroundings.
POLICE K-9 STATION

Overall the conclusions gathered from the combinations of studies indicate that
each category must be implemented in multiple locations on the strip to reduce the
recent increase in criminal incidents and produce a safer environment. The proposed categories supply a diverse set of options that range from simple design observations and applications to direct police presence to deflect crime. Casino and
Resorts are seeking a solution by hiring additional security guards. However, the
book demonstrates the alternate design features that can be implemented without
the need for a security guard in all areas of the property. The studies are successful
in forming a guide for the city to begin a conversation in considering regulations
that involve incorporating CPTED in all property of the Las Vegas strip. The focus
of the book is not to prevent crime as the project concludes that design itself can
only be a tool to reduce it and preventing crime is at times impossible. To achieve
the ambitious goal of inducing an environment in which safety, culture, art, and
community collaboration with other professions is required and is promoted
through the work. In the end, the study functions to proposed solutions to combat crime and unite the community while reflecting on the brand of each property
through architectural explorations.

The system can be placed
around the main criminal spots
around the strip since they do
not require a large amount of
space. The Las Vegas Metropolitan police department is seeking
to generate changes in the
operation of the strip. The
presence of a dog to detect dangerous situations and the ability
to restrain dangerous individuals
discourages criminal acts. The
designs can be further explored
to be equipped with other necessary technology and reduce cost
of construction.
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BOOK FEEDBACK

CLOSING REMARKS

RAYMOND NEAL - “Literally a ‘learning from Las Vegas.”
John Lindsley-Thayer (Las Vegas Metro) - I applaud your desire
for public service and trying to make our town a safer place to live.
I hope more folks like you come through and can make the future
here safe, happy, fun, and exciting for locals and tourists alike.
RAYMOND NEAL - These key design interventions could be then
applied off strip as a ancillary study.
Las Vegas Local - This should be presented to metro ASAP the idea
is brilliant and i’m sure can it can be improved.
Glenn Nowak - The work may be the most important in its ability
to provide a framework for conversation between private developers, city planners and first responders.
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The book envisions all the ideas accumulated for countless hours
of research and explorations through the fall and spring semester.
The research has the potential to develop into concrete ideas that
evolve to impact the city of Las Vegas. The concepts applied can
be introduced in other regions to further encourage a safe environment in other cities. In addition, the work presented can continue
to be improved as new technology and regulations advance. In the
end, crime is an issue affecting the community and we all must collaborate to find a solution to prevent becoming another victim of
criminal offenses.

Jose Leon
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